Olin faculty members in Operations and Manufacturing Management (OMM) are distinguished by strong analytical backgrounds in operations research, management science, industrial engineering, and economics. The program emphasizes the use of modeling techniques to understand manufacturing and service environments, in areas of research ranging from supply chain management, operations strategy, and revenue management to supply contracts and effective uses of information technology for process reengineering. Research frequently focuses on areas with strategic and tactical implications and involves mathematical models that help analyze problems and provide insight into complex scenarios.

The Boeing Center for Supply Chain Innovation (BCSCI) creates value through collaborative research in technology, information, and supply chain management. The focus is on the proprietary challenges member companies face. BCSCI undertakes a number of custom projects annually for members. Teams of PhD and other Olin students tackle these projects, working closely with Olin faculty to find solutions that build a competitive advantage through strategic supply chain management and technology-based process reengineering. BCSCI also sponsors seminars, conferences, and other programs to address critical issues and bring to light the latest thinking in the information, technology, and supply chain fields.

Collaborative Research—OMM Faculty and PhD Students

Working Papers:
- Duo, S., Kouvelis, P., Who Compensates the Sales Agent?
- Turcic, D., Xiao, G.*, Kouvelis, P., Make-to-Order versus Make-to-Stock When Firms Compete under Fluctuating Input Cost.
- Zhang, F., Xiao, G.*, Yu, Y.*, The Impact of Capacity Constraint and Consumer Heterogeneity on Service Differentiation.
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